Cloud systems over the Maritime Continent and the tropical western Pacific defined by the Geostationary Meteorological Satellite (GMS) were tracked, and their evolution was compared with cloud parameters [e.g., minimum blackbody brightness temperature (TBB), cloud area size, TBB gradient at cloud edges]. In addition, cloud systems observed by the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) were examined, and the relationship with precipitation was investigated. Analysis areas were divided into four regions: open ocean, coastal sea, coasts, and land.
Introduction
Tropical precipitation activity is an important component in the atmospheric general circulation, and the study of tropical cloud/precipitation systems is essential for understanding the climate system. Satellite data greatly assist the study of cloud/precipitation activity thanks to global-scale coverage and long-term monitoring. Currently, the satellites used for cloud study are in geostationary orbit with visible/infrared radiometers. The geostationary orbit enables monitoring of the cloud activity hourly or half hourly, and can follow the cloud evolution. The frequent observations also reveal diurnal variations. The studies using geostationary satellite data may be classified into case studies (e.g., Rickenbach 1999), climatological cloud distribution (e.g., Inoue 1989; Rossow and Garder 1993) , and rain estimation (e.g., Arkin and Meisner 1987) . The rain estimation from cloud images utilizes the relationship between the cloud-top height or optical thickness and rain rate. Though the rain retrieval [e.g., the Geostationary Operational Environment Satellite (GOES) Precipitation Index (GPI)] using the brightness temperature in infrared channels has a long history and has been proven to be useful, there exist errors due to, for example, evolution stages of the precipitation system. The microwave radiometer is another powerful instrument for rain retrieval. The microwave radiometer measures the emissions from precipitation particles, and rain over the ocean can easily be detected (e.g., Wilheit et al. 1977; Kummerow et al. 2001) . Microwave radiometers can, however, only be equipped on satellites in low orbits, and their observation frequency is poor. The very high observation frequency of visible infrared radiometers from geostationary satellites is still very useful for deduction of climatological rain distribution (Ebert and Manton 1998) . A typical cloud climatology study is the International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP). This project uses both geostationary satellite data and the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) data on the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) satellites. The split-window method, which utilizes the difference in brightness temperatures at 11-and 12-m channels is useful for eliminating cirrus overcast as shown by Inoue (1989) who obtained distribution from several cloud types.
Another way to investigate cloud systems is to track each cloud system taking into consideration their emergence and disappearance. The study by Williams and Houze (1987) was one of the first using cloud-tracking methodology. They showed that there exist differences in the time of emergence and disappearance for cloud systems over the ocean and over the land around Borneo Island in the Maritime Continent; that is, a large cloud system with a lifetime of over 6 h over the ocean emerges and develops at morning, and then dissipates during the daytime, while that over land emerges and develops at evening, and then dissipates during the night. Moreover, their diurnal variations of the cloud cover area are different, that is, the maximum appeared at 1000 LT due to rapid growth and minimum at 1900 LT over the ocean and on the other hand, over land, they are 1900 and 1300 LT, respectively. They also showed that cloud systems over the land tended to have shorter lifetimes than those over the sea, and were hard to develop into large systems during the 21-day observation period. Machado et al. (1998) investigated the emergence, disappearance, and direction of the movement of cloud systems in America and over the eastern Pacific, using ISCCP B3 data. They showed a powerlaw relationship between the number of mesoscale convective systems (MCSs) and their lifetime and showed their mean radius is related to their lifetime, with a roughly linear relationship. Mathon and Laurent (2001) conducted similar analyses to Meteosat infrared (IR) data for Sahelian MCSs over western Africa during the summer for 8-yr observation period. They showed a few long-lived MCSs mostly explain the total cloud coverage and the diurnal variation of cloud coverage is related to the diurnal variations of the number of systems for short-lived MCS, whereas it related to the variations of the system size for long-lived MCS. Carvalho and Jones (2001) studied cloud systems in the Amazon region and showed that the lifetime of a cloud system depends on its emergence locations. They also showed that cloud system maximum radius and life cycle have a positive correlation and the number of cloud systems has the late afternoon maximum with gradual decrease during the night and minimum in late morning in agreement with previous studies, while the systems have a high degree of complexity and interaction with the large-scale circulation. Tsakraklides and Evans (2003) developed indices of emergence, disappearance, and vertical and horizontal expansions using 4 yr worth of data from multigeostationary satellites, and showed that the dominant time is different for various regions. Although oceanic convective cloud clusters formed overnight and the shorter-lived, land-based convective cloud cluster formed in the afternoon, these oceanic and land-based clusters are shown to have very similar life cycle evolution patterns.
The Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) satellite is equipped with a Precipitation Radar (PR), and three-dimensional rain structure measurement was conducted (Kummerow et al. 2000) . Though the TRMM observation coverage is only from 37°S to 37°N, TRMM has enabled the elucidation of the relationship between clouds and precipitation thanks to simultaneous observation of a visible infrared radiometer (VIRS) and a microwave radiometer [TRMM Microwave Imager (TMI)] on board the TRMM satellite. VIRS has two visible channels (0.6 and 1.6 m) and three infrared channels (3.8, 10.8, and 11.9 m), which are nearly the same as the AVHRR. Since the Geostationary Meteorological Satellite (GMS) and GOES also have nearly the same channels, VIRS data can also be compared with GMS or GOES data. Inoue and Aonashi (2000) examined the relationship between VIRS data and PR data for precipitation systems around the Japan Islands. They showed that the difference or the ratio of the brightness temperature at 10.8-and 11.9-m channels is a good index for precipitation. Bellerby et al. (2000) reported that GOES data combined with PR data can provide better rain retrieval using a neural network.
This paper describes the evolution of the cloud systems observed by GMS over the Maritime Continent and the tropical western Pacific using cloud-tracking methodology. To obtain simple clear characteristics, the cloud systems that did not have merging or splitting were selected. This selection is described in detail in step 4 of the cloud-tracking process described in section 2. As a result, the systems to be described are generally small systems. The TRMM data matched to cloud systems identified by GMS data were incorporated, and the characteristics of rain rate, storm height, etc., with cloud evolution stage were investigated. The cloud systems are divided into those over land, ocean (open ocean and coastal sea), and coasts.
Data and methodology
We used an infrared channel, IR1 (11 m) of GMS and TRMM PR, TMI, and VIRS data. The Global 30 Arc-Second Elevation Data Set (GTOPO30) of the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) was used for topographical data. The analyses were performed over a rectangular region of 20°S-20°N, 90°E-180°including the Maritime Continent and part of the tropical western Pacific. Figure 1 shows the rectangular area for the analysis and the topography. In 2000, ENSO was in a neutral phase. The averaged wind field from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Department of Energy (DOE) Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Project (AMIP0II) reanalysis data (NCEP2; Kanamitsu et al. 2002) shows that easterly winds were dominant in the analysis region for all seasons.
GMS is in a geostationary orbit over 140°E. The infrared channel data [IR1 and IR2 (12 m) ] are archived at the Center for Remote Sensing, Chiba University, Japan. The pixel size is about 5 km at nadir, and we compiled the data into 0.1°gridded data. The temporal resolution is 1 h. The blackbody brightness temperature (TBB) corresponds to the cloud height for optically thick cloud, with a low TBB indicating high cloud height. Various thresholds of TBB for clouds associated with rain have been used (e.g., Williams and Houze 1987; Machado et al. 1998; Mathon and Laurent 2001) . In this study we used 235 K as the threshold of IR1 according to the GPI technique (Arkin and Meisner 1987) . Clouds with a rain area (less than 235 K) of more than 1963 km 2 (corresponding to a circle with a radius of 25 km) were selected. Hereafter we refer to this area as the cold cloud area.
TRMM is in a non-sun-synchronous orbit with an inclination of 35°. The PR on board TRMM directly observes the three-dimensional rain structure. TMI has nine channels and provides rain rate, column water vapor, cloud liquid water, etc. Coincidence of TRMM VIRS data and GMS cloud data was checked by the positions of these clouds. The TRMM TMI and PR data were also compiled to 0.1°grid data except for the rain type. The rain type was represented by a number fraction of convective rain to rain total in 0.1°ϫ 0.1°g rid boxes. The cloud systems were tracked using GMS hourly cloud data. Several tracking methods have been reported. One well-used technique is that in which consecutive cloud areas with the widest overlapping area in consecutive times are identified as the same cloud system (area overlap technique; e.g., Williams and Houze 1987; Mathon and Laurent 2001; Carvalho and Jones 2001) . Machado et al. (1998) compared several methods including the minimum speed technique in which two systems with minimum moving velocity are identified as the same system. We tested the area overlap technique and the minimum speed technique for all the cloud systems in the analysis region on 1 July 2000. The results are compared with subjective tracking by eye. The correct detection fractions are 63% and 83% for the area overlap technique and the minimum speed technique, respectively. Our cold cloud area threshold of 1963 km 2 is small compared with other thresholds of about 4000 km 2 (Tsakraklides and Evans 2003) and rather small to about 30 000 km 2 (Machado et al. 1998) . The low detection fraction may be due to our small area threshold, which resulted in rather little overlapping, especially, when systems were emerging or dissipating. Thus, hereafter we used the minimum speed technique.
Cloud tracking was performed as follows.
1) The location of the centroid of a GMS cold cloud area is first identified at time t 0 . The velocity is measured by the separation of the locations of the centroid at time t 0 and time t 0 ϩ 1. The maximum velocity is assumed to 28 m s Ϫ1 (100 km h Ϫ1 ) including seasonal variations of wind velocity within 1 yr. Emergence and dissipation are defined when no cold cloud region exists in two consecutive hours within 100 km. Lifetime is defined as the elapsed time from emergence to dissipation. The minimum TBB in the cold cloud area, the area size, and the gradient of the TBB over 10 km at the edge of the cold cloud area were recorded. This gradient is defined as the mean TBB gradient for all direction to outer pixels with TBB Ͼ 235 K among all edge pixels of the cold cloud area.
2) The minimum TBB 1 h before the start or 1 h after the end of the cloud system is defined as the minimum TBB within the circle of the 25-km radius centered on the cloud centroid at the emergence or just-before dissipation time. The same procedure, but using the preceding minimum TBB location, is applied to the rest of the hours (each 5 h before the start and 5 h after the end).
3) The same procedure is applied to the TRMM VIRS data (channel 4) with the same threshold TBB of 235 K and area size of 1963 km 2 . Tracking the cold cloud area of GMS and finding the same cloud of TRMM VIRS are performed using the minimum speed technique. After cloud systems are identified using VIRS data, the rain rate, storm height, etc., can be obtained from the PR and TMI data. Since the TRMM sensors swaths are different at 215 and 760 km for PR and TMI, respectively, cold cloud areas on the edges of the swaths are flagged and eliminated. 4) The start and end of the GMS cold cloud systems as defined above include split occurrences and merge dissipation. To discriminate a split occurrence and merge dissipation, we also check if another cloud system existed in a circle with a radius of 25 km centered at the centroid of the cold cloud area 1 h before the occurrence or 1 h after the dissipation. If one existed, the cloud system was defined as a split occurrence or merge dissipation. 5) GMS operation is sometimes interrupted. The data loss was 503 h in the year 2000, resulting in a fraction of 5.7%. A total of 111 times of data loss of 2 h or greater occurred. The data loss was high at 1300 and 1400 UTC on 93 days. To avoid the incorrect identification of occurrence or dissipation, cloud systems that had data loss 1 h before emergence and 1 h after dissipation are not included in the analysis.
We further divided the cloud systems into open ocean, land, coasts, and coastal sea types. There are many islands in the Maritime Continent. First, islands with areas of more than 7854 km 2 (corresponding to a circle with a radius of 50 km) were selected. Land area is defined as the inland area farther than 100 km from the coast of the selected islands. Coast area is defined as less than 100 km from the coastline. Coastal sea is from 100 to 500 km, and open ocean area is more than 500 km out from the coastline. When the centroid of a cold cloud area remains in the same area, the cloud system is assigned to the area. Results for this analysis are shown in section 4.
Occurrence and area size of the cloud system
The total number of the cloud systems appearing in the analysis region in 2000 was 290 717. First, we selected only systems that did not experience any splitting or merging (i.e., a nonsplitting/nonmerging cloud system). The number of these systems was 81 314 resulting in a fraction of about 28%. Table 1 shows the number of the systems and their lifetimes. Figure 2a shows the relation between the number of GMS cold cloud systems and their lifetimes for JuneAugust (JJA) in 2000. In this figure, the heavy line indicates all systems and the gray line indicates nonsplitting/nonmerging cloud systems. The number of nonsplitting/nonmerging systems is 21 398 out of a total of 76 456. Figure 2b shows the equivalent radius averaged over lifetime and median radius. Standard deviations of the mean equivalent radius for some cases are shown in Table 2 (Fig. 2a) . As shown by the gray line, the number fraction of nonsplitting/nonmerging systems decreases with the life- 
time, and no systems appeared for more than 20 h. The systems with long lifetimes likely have splitting and merging (Fig. 2a) . This fact also appeared into the area fraction shown with dashed lines in Fig. 2b , in which the radius of nonsplitting/nonmerging systems does not increase so much with the lifetime, while the area of all systems extends widely over the lifetime. This phenomenon is due to the merging of the main system with other systems. The sample number and area for each image (Figs. 2c,d ) are nearly constant up to a lifetime of 4 and 6 h, respectively, and rapidly decrease after those hours. The sample number and area for each image for nonsplitting/nonmerging are very small compared with all systems. Machado et al. (1998) reported that the area size increases by 6 km in radius for a 1-h lifetime regardless of the TBB threshold over the American continent. Mathon and Laurent (2001) noted that the increase rate depends on the TBB threshold, and was 5 km h Ϫ1 at 233 K. Laurent et al. (2002) showed a 7.5 km h Ϫ1 increase rate for all systems and a 7.8 km h Ϫ1 increase rate for nonsplitting/nonmerging systems in the Large-Scale Biosphere-Atmosphere experiment (LBA). Our results are 4.3 km h Ϫ1 for all systems and 2.5 km h Ϫ1 for nonsplitting/nonmerging for the median values. If we take the mean, they are 3.2 and 2.6 km h Ϫ1 , respectively. These values are similar with Mathon and Laurent (2001) but smaller than the other results. The fact that the value for all is much larger than for nonsplitting/ nonmerging indicates that the area increase due to merging is greater than the area decrease due to splitting. The rates of size increase could depend on the analysis regions, TBB thresholds, or the definition of splitting and merging. In our analysis, the threshold for the area is 25 km in the equivalent radius in order to track the cold cloud system as long as possible. This causes small rate size increases at the beginning and the end of the cloud system. In addition to this, the frequency of splitting and merging increases due to the small area size threshold. Thus, cold cloud systems that are identified without splitting or merging in the study by Laurent at al. (2002) could be identified as splitting or merging in our study, resulting in a decrease in the rate of size increase. Mathon and Laurent (2001) reported that the cold cloud area is nearly constant independent of lifetime. Our results, however, indicate that the cold cloud area is nearly constant for both all and nonsplitting/nonmerging systems only when the lifetime is only a few hours. Figure 3 shows the same ordinate as Fig. 2 Fig. 3b . The abscissa of each figure is the equivalent radius (at 10-km step). Figure 3b shows the mean lifetime for each equivalent radius. Standard deviations of the mean lifetime for some cases are also shown in Table 2 . The calculations used in Figs. 3c-f are performed for each equivalent-radius bin by multiplying each value by the mean lifetime shown in Fig. 3b in hours, and then, the products are divided by a number of each observation. The discontinuity at the equivalent radius of 30 or 390 km in the figures are due to both 1) the equivalent radius for the assumed minimum area size is 25 km, and 2) systems of more than 400 km are included into the values at the maximum radius of 400 km. The figures indicate that nonsplitting/nonmerging cloud systems rarely grow larger than a 100-km radius. The mean lifetimes for all and nonsplitting/nonmerging FIG. 5 . Same as in Fig. 3 , but for the cold cloud area. Sample number for each lifetime is also shown for all regions.
except in
are similar when the sample number is large (Fig. 3b) , that is, the radius of less than 80 km. Figure 3d shows that the area for one GMS image of nonsplitting/nonmerging systems rapidly decreases with the size because small systems are dominant, while the area for all systems slowly decreases. The number of systems with sizes of less than a 100-km radius is 85% of the total (Fig. 3e) , but is only 25% of the area for total systems (Fig. 3f ). This fact shows that large systems with merging contribute to much of the cloud coverage. The size of the system increases as the lifetime is longer for both all systems as well as nonsplitting/nonmerging systems (Fig. 2b) . However, the mean lifetime of all clouds systems starts decreasing when the size is larger than about 100 km (Fig. 3b) . This fact suggests that a long lifetime is a sufficient condition but not a necessary condition for a large size. Some systems that occurred after splitting are very wide at the birth of the systems. These kinds of systems likely merge with other systems, resulting in a relatively short lifetime. The number of systems is also great compared with systems with low growth rate without merging and thus with a short mean lifetime, the resulting characteristics such as a peak at mean radius of 100 km are shown in Fig. 3b . Compared with the results by Mathon and Laurent (2001) and Laurent et al. (2002) , the number and cloud cover by cloud systems with small size and short lifetimes are dominant in our results. Mathon and Laurent, and others' studies are for systems over land, while our study is both over land and ocean. In fact, 84% of the area is over the ocean (i.e., open ocean and coastal sea). Machado et al. (1993) showed in their study over West Africa and the Atlantic Ocean that large systems are dominant over land but small systems are dominant FIG. 6 . Same as in Fig. 3 , but for the TBB gradient at the edge of the cold cloud system. Time ( 
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over the ocean. Therefore, our result that small systems were dominant over the area mainly including the ocean area agree with their result. It was clarified that the study of nonsplitting/nonmerging systems is effective to study the process of development or decay of cold cloud systems, though these systems are rare events. Because Figs. 2b and 3b indicate that, at the case of the small area and short lifetime, characteristics of nonsplitting/nonmerging systems are similar with those of all cold cloud systems. In the next section, only results for nonsplitting/nonmerging systems are shown.
Relationship between the evolution stage of the cloud system and the cloud parameters
Parameters such as minimum TBB, cold cloud area, and the TBB gradient at the edge of a cold cloud area, should depend on the evolution stage in the cloud lifetime. The numbers of cloud systems for surface conditions of land, ocean, coast, and coastal sea for 2000 are 4250, 16 660, 24 520, and 21 324, respectively, as shown in Table 1 . The fraction of number of the systems that moved from one region to other regions was only 6% and these were not used in the analysis. Machado et al. (1998) examined the time variation of the minimum TBB for systems with lifetimes of 6-27 h. This is the first study on the evolution of cloud systems using large samples. It should be noted that our size threshold is a 25-km radius, which is much smaller than Machado et al. (1998) . Figures 4-6 show the mean minimum TBB in the system for 2000, the cloud area and the mean TBB gradient for horizontal distance of 10 km at the edge for the elapsed time after occurrence as functions of elapsed time in hours for systems with lifetimes of 2-6 h. The elapsed time t ϭ 0, that is, t 0 , indicates the occurrence, and dissipation is depicted by small circles. The minimum TBB is estimated 5 h before the time of occurrence and 5 h after dissipation. Other parameters are set to zero for 5 h before occurrence and after dissipation. Standard deviations of these parameters for some cases are shown in Table 3 . The minimum TBB (Fig. 4) becomes significant 2 h before occurrence and takes the minimum in the beginning phase of the cloud evolution for every region. After reaching the minimum, TBB slowly increases and achieves a slightly higher temperature (about 220 K independently on regions) at the dissipation time than at the occurrence. This fact indicates that cloud systems, first, evolve vertically, and after reaching a maximum height, gradually become lower. The variation of minimum TBB is largest in the order of the coast, land, sea, and ocean. This is partly because the background (cloud free) TBB is high over the land. The difference of TBB is more significant for cloud systems with longer lifetimes, and a maximum 5-K difference appeared between systems over the ocean and over the coast. Contrary to the minimum TBB, the cloud area achieves a maximum at the middle of the lifetime (Fig. 5) , and the time variation profile has a symmetrical shape. This figure suggests that the horizontal change is great over land and the coast, especially, long-lived systems over land, which can expand wider than over other regions. The gradient of TBB can be an index presenting the cloud shape at the cold cloud edge. A high TBB gradient indicates a sharp, acute edge, and a low TBB gradient indicates a smooth, obtuse edge. Figure 6 shows that cloud systems evolve from sharp, acute edges to flatter, obtuse edges. The gradient is high in the beginning period and low in the dissipating period for all systems. Furthermore, the change is large for systems with long lifetimes. In addition, the time change rate of the gradient is small in the middle of the lifetime for systems with a lifetime of more than 4 h. The ranking of the gradient at the beginning phase is coast, land, sea, and ocean from great .
to small, while it is coast, sea, ocean, and land in the dissipating phase. However, the differences among the different regions are within the standard deviation (see Table 3 ). The characteristics that TBB is minimal at the beginning phase, that area size is maximal in the middle, and that gradient is maximal at the beginning and minimal in the dissipating phase were found to be generally independent of the land, ocean, and others. In other words, all nonsplitting/nonmerging systems first rapidly grow vertically, expand horizontally, and finally dissipate in a thin, smooth shape. This evolution is similar to what Machado et al. (1998) reported. As the lifetime grows longer, the minimum TBB becomes lower, and the cloud top becomes higher (Fig. 4) . This is followed by a large size expansion (Fig. 5) . The area maximum time is consistent with the time with slow change of TBB gradient (Fig. 6) . When the area is maximum, TBB gradually increases. This suggests that the anvil contributes much to the increase of the area for long lifetime systems. In addition, the difference among the regions is greater for longer lifetime systems.
The time evolutions of cloud parameters for ocean and sea regions are similar as shown in Figs. 4a,d, 5a,d , and 6a,d while they are different from those for land and coast regions (Figs. 4b, c, 5b, c, and 6b, c) . Cloud systems over the ocean grow weakly both horizontally and vertically compared with other regions. If we compare the cloud systems over the land and over the coast, land systems show stronger horizontal growth than vertical, while vertical growth is significant for the coast systems. This fact also appeared in the TBB gradient. The TBB gradient in the dissipation phase tends to be smallest over land among all regions, while the gradient seems to change rapidly over the coast with high value in the dissipation phase. These facts indicate that the system over the land disappears in an expanded form with flat edge, while the system over the coast emerges and disappears the most drastically (with a sharp, acute edge).
Evolution of the systems and precipitation
Here, we will show the relation between parameters of precipitation or cloud and the evolution stage of cloud systems with various lifetimes, using GMS and TRMM data for 2000. The numbers of samples that were simultaneously observed by GMS and TRMM TMI or TRMM PR are shown in Table 1 . These numbers are much smaller compared with those only observed by GMS. The number is particularly small for TRMM PR. These are due to the lack of frequent observations of TRMM and the narrow swath of PR, respectively.
Figures 7-11 show the mean of rain rate, cloud liquid water content, precipitation water amount, cloud ice water content, and precipitation ice amount over all areas of a cloud system, retrieved from TMI. The mean was taken for the rain-conditional case. It should be noted that the mean values are taken from snapshot data of TRMM instead of continuously following data for each system. The mean values for each parameter and the sample numbers are depicted under the right side of circles in the figures and over the left side of the circles, respectively. Standard deviations of these TMI parameters for some cases are shown in Table 4 . The rain rates are first strong then decrease, and during the same elapsed time rain rates are stronger for longer lifetime systems (Fig. 7) . The mean rain rates are in the order of coast, land, sea, and ocean moving from strong to weak. Despite the TMI rain retrieval is less accurate over land and coast areas than over the ocean, the tendency mentioned above appeared in all regions. The rain amounts are probably not intense at first stage because the rain area is small, but strong at the middle stage of their lifetime for each system. The cloud liquid .
water content (Fig. 8) , precipitation water amount (Fig.  9) , cloud ice water content (Fig. 10) , and precipitation ice amount (Fig. 11 ) also show the characteristic that they are strong for long lifetime systems and decrease as time elapses. The exceptions are the precipitation ice amounts over ocean and sea that only slightly changed during the lifetime, while the precipitation ice amounts over land and coast changed greatly during the lifetime, and the precipitation ice amount over land is greater than over coasts. On the other hand, the cloud ice water contents over land and coast are also the exceptions. They changed only slightly during the lifetime, while the cloud ice water contents over ocean and sea changed significantly.
Results of the same analysis for rain rate, storm height, and number fraction of convective rain obtained from the PR data are shown in Figs. 12-14. The mean values were taken for the rain-conditional cases for rain rate (Fig. 12 ) and convective rate (Fig. 13) . Since the storm height varies greatly in the cold cloud region, the maximum storm heights instead of mean storm heights in each cold cloud region were averaged over all systems regardless of there being rain or not (Fig. 14) . The number of samples over land is very small and the result may be erroneous. Standard deviations of these PR parameters for each case over the ocean and coast are shown in Table 5 . The rain-rate variation seems similar to that by TMI though it is not so clear. The rain rate over the coast is larger than over ocean or sea. The number fraction of convective rain (Fig. 13) shows the same tendency as the rain rate, that is, the rain rate or convective rate is maximum at the beginning of the lifetime and gradually decreases after that. In other words, a cloud system starts as a convective system. After that the system horizontally expands and stratiform rain becomes dominant with decreasing rain rate. Rickenbach (1999) Squall lines consist of several developing and decaying convective cells. He pointed out that, at first, strong rainfall was associated with low TBB, and then the low TBB area separated from the strong precipitating region. The time with maximum area size appeared in the decaying period and stratiform rain was dominant at that time. Though, in our study, we did not separate the systems by the shapes, Rickenbach's results on squall lines agree with our results for precipitation and cloud evolution.
For the coast, the storm heights are greatest during the period of heaviest rainfall, though this is not the case for the ocean or sea (Fig. 14) . This indicates that horizontally spread stratiform precipitating clouds maintain the clouds for ocean and sea during the lifetime. Over the coast, the vertical growth and decay of the cloud system is rapid, and the temporal variation of the fraction also varies greatly.
According to TMI data, the rain seems strongest over the coast among all the regions. However, considering that absolute comparisons among regions using the TMI data may be misleading due to regional bias characteristics of its rain-rate algorithm (Nesbitt et al. 2004; Furuzawa and Nakamura 2005) , precipitation ice amount and cloud liquid water content, precipitation water amount over land are greater than over coast, the surface rain rate may in fact not be strongest over the coast but the strongest over land. Moreover, this idea, that is, that the TMI overestimates rain rates over the coast, is supported by the TMI errors, which are about 2-3 times larger than the PR ones as shown in Tables 4  and 5 .
Summary
Rainfall estimation by infrared observation has been a popular method for a long time. Cloud systems with the same TBB but at different development stages increase uncertainty in rainfall estimation, such as for the GPI technique. Therefore, we studied the relationship between the evolution stage and cloud parameters such as minimum TBB, cloud area size, and TBB gradient at cloud edges, by tracking cloud systems with TBB Ͻ 235 K and area Ͼ 1963 km 2 using GMS data for JJA 2000. Analysis areas were a rectangular region of 20°S-20°N, 90°E-180°and divided into four regions: open ocean, coastal sea, coast, and land. Moreover, cloud systems were checked whether they are also observed by the TRMM or not, and then, the relationship between the evolution stage and TRMM-derived precipitation parameters was investigated. We checked whether characteristics of nonsplitting/nonmerging systems are similar with those of all cold cloud systems or not and confirmed the similarity for the case of the small area and short lifetime. Therefore, we selected splitting/nonmerging systems, considering that the investigation of nonsplitting/nonmerging systems is effective to study the process of development or decay of cold cloud systems. It is likely that model statistics can be compared with our results without any selections.
Results of tracking analysis show that cloud systems that do not split from or merge with other systems have common features on cloud parameters in spite of different lifetimes or locations. While the minimum TBB appears in the beginning of their lifetimes, cloud area is ), convective rate, and storm height (km) for each system with some lifetimes (h) shown in Figs. 12, 13, and 14, respectively, only over the ocean and coast. Slash marks mean that the sample number is very poor. still expanding. At the time of emergence, the TBB gradient at the edge of cloud systems is the maximum and decreases with time. On the other hand, the rain rate obtained by TMI and PR is the maximum at the time of minimal TBB or earlier. The cloud liquid water content, precipitation water amount, cloud ice water content, and precipitation ice amount estimated by TMI and the number fraction of convective rain estimated by PR also show the same characteristic, though there are some exceptions without clear dependency on the evolution stage. Vertical development is most significant in coastal regions, while remarkable horizontal expansion appears over land. Precipitation ice and the storm height profiles show differences among the regions.
For rain retrieval for a specified cloud system, the temporal variation of rain for nonsplitting/nonmerging systems may be very useful. The evolution phase of the cloud systems could be determined using the cloud parameters, and the rain rate can be inferred using the relationship between cloud evolution phases and rain rate.
